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a b s t r a c t This study evaluated the effectiveness of resistance training to preserve submaximal plantar ﬂexor (PF) torque steadiness following 60 days of bed rest (BR). Twenty-two healthy male subjects underwent either BR only (CTR, n = 8), or BR plus resistance training (RT, n = 14). The magnitude of torque ﬂuctuations during steady submaximal isometric PF contractions (20%, 40%, 60% and 80% of maximum) were assessed before and after BR. Across contraction intensities, torque ﬂuctuations (coefﬁcient of variation, CV) increased more (P < 0.05) after BR for CTR (from 0.31 ± 0.10 to 0.92 ± 0.63; P < 0.001), than for RT (from 0.30 ± 0.09 to 0.54 ± 0.27; P < 0.01). A shift in the spectral content of torque ﬂuctuations towards increased rhythmic activity between 6.5 and 20 Hz was observed in CTR only (P < 0.05). H-reﬂex amplitude (Hmax/Mmax ratio) declined across groups from 0.57 ± 0.18 before BR to 0.44 ± 0.14 following BR (P < 0.01) without correlation to CV. The present study showed that increased torque ﬂuctuation after BR resulted from enhanced physiological tremor. Resistance training prevented the spectral shift in isometric PF torque ﬂuctuation and offset 50% of the decline in performance associated with long-term BR. Ó 2010 Published by Elsevier Ltd.



1. Introduction Physical inactivity is known to induce considerable atrophy and hence muscle weakness of the postural muscles (Belavy´ et al., 2009; Berg et al., 2007). However, researchers have also argued that physical inactivity additionally induces neural alterations that hinder a maximal drive to long-term inactive muscles (Alkner and Tesch, 2004; Schulze et al., 2002; Yoshitake et al., 2007). Muscle function following inactivity may as well be impaired as a result of changes in intrinsic muscle contractile properties (Berg and Tesch, 1996; Duchateau and Hainaut, 1990). Collectively, these changes may also contribute to the diminished submaximal torque steadiness following BR, immobilization and unilateral lower limb suspension (Clark et al., 2007; Lundbye-Jensen and Nielsen, 2008a; Shinohara et al., 2003; Yoshitake et al., 2007). Of particular interest is the observation that muscles that are usually continuously active ⇑ Corresponding author at: Institute of Aerospace Medicine, Division of Space Medicine, German Space Center, Linder Hoehe 1 D-51147 Cologne, Germany. Tel.: +49 2203 601 3062; fax: +49 2203 611 59. E-mail address: [email protected] (E.R. Mulder). 1050-6411/$ - see front matter Ó 2010 Published by Elsevier Ltd. doi:10.1016/j.jelekin.2010.10.009



switch to a more bursting activation pattern following chronic disuse (Alaimo et al., 1984; Belavy´ et al., 2007; Kozlovskaya and Kirenskaya, 2004; Riley et al., 1990; Semmler et al., 2000), which shares its characteristics with enhanced physiological tremor (Deuschl et al., 2001). Since the Hoffmann (H)-reﬂex amplitude generally increases with inactivity (Clark et al., 2007; Duchateau, 1995; Lambertz et al., 2003; Lundbye-Jensen and Nielsen, 2008a; Seynnes et al., 2010) and positive feedback of the stretch reﬂex pathway is believed to lead to the grouping of EMG discharges (Young and Hagbarth, 1980), it is tempting to speculate that the increased torque ﬂuctuation following physical inactivity may result from tremulous alpha motoneuron activity caused by alterations within the spinal reﬂex circuitry. High-load resistance training offers promise of an attractive countermeasure during space ﬂight, as it effectively preserves muscle size and maximal voluntary torque capacity during BR (Akima et al., 2001). Resistance training has also been shown to be effective in reducing ﬂuctuations in submaximal torque output in aged adults (Hortobagyi et al., 2001), patients with essential tremor (Bilodeau et al., 2000), and subjects undergoing BR (Shinohara et al., 2003). The present study tried to extend these ﬁndings by
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focusing on the potential role of the H-reﬂex in increasing plantar ﬂexor submaximal torque ﬂuctuation after BR and the efﬁcacy of resistance exercise as a countermeasure. We hypothesized that BR alone would decrease plantar ﬂexor torque steadiness as a result of increased EMG bursting activity caused by tremulous alpha motoneuron activity due to an increase in H-reﬂex size. Resistance training would counteract these effects, thereby conserving plantar ﬂexor torque steadiness. 2. Methods 2.1. Bed rest protocol and subjects The BR protocol, subjects and exercise protocol is described in detail elsewhere (Belavy´ et al., 2010; Mulder et al., 2009). In short, 22 medically and psychologically healthy males (aged between 21 and 45) completed the study, which was approved by the ethical committee of the Charité Universitätsmedizin Berlin. All subjects gave their informed written consent prior to participation in the study. Subjects were randomly assigned to either a resistance exercise group (n = 7), a resistance exercise plus whole body vibration group (n = 7) or to an inactive control group (CTR, n = 8) 2 days before the start of 60 days of head down tilt BR (Belavy´ et al., in press; Mulder et al., 2009). 2.2. Exercise countermeasure Details regarding the training protocol have been published elsewhere (Belavy´ et al., 2010; Mulder et al., 2009). In brief, resistance training was performed three days a week during BR. The total duration of actual loading was 5–6 min per exercise session, with the entire training protocol requiring approximately 23 min per session including rest periods and changes in position for each exercise. The following exercises were sequentially performed in HDT on the Galileo Space exercise device (Novotec Medical GmbH, Pforzheim, Germany) after a brief warm-up using bilateral squat exercises at low-loads:  Bilateral squats: 75–80% of pre bed-rest maximum voluntary contraction; target between 8 and 12 repetitions; 1 set. Load was progressed by 5% if the subject could perform more than ten repetitions in two adjoining training sessions; in the vibration-group: vibration frequency 24 Hz, amplitude 3.5–4 mm, peak acceleration 8.7g, where g = 9.81 ms 2.  Single leg heel raises: 1.3 times body-weight; with a movement frequency of 0.4–0.7 Hz; the exercise was performed until exhaustion with the load set such that exhaustion was achieved between 30 and 50 s; 1 set for each left and right leg. If the subject was able to perform the exercise for more than 50 s then the load was increased by 5%. In the vibration-group: vibration frequency 26 Hz, amplitude 3.5–4 mm, peak acceleration 10.2g.  Double leg heel raises: 1.8 times body-weight; with a movement frequency of 0.4–0.7 Hz; the exercise was performed until exhaustion with the load set such that exhaustion was achieved between 30 and 50 s; 1 set. If the subject was able to perform the exercise for more than 55 s then the load was increased by 5%. In the vibration-group: vibration frequency 26 Hz, amplitude 3.5–4 mm, peak acceleration 10.2g.  Back extensions: performing static hip and lumbar spine extension against gravity with ankle dorsiﬂexion at 1.5 times bodyweight applied at the shoulders; performed as a static/isometric exercise for 60 s; 1 set. This exercise was not progressed. In the vibration-group: vibration frequency 16 Hz, amplitude 3.5– 4 mm, acceleration 3.9g.
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Note that the acceleration parameters stated refer to the acceleration of the platform itself, effective accelerations on the subject are much lower. The maximum resulting ground reaction forces transmitted to the feet of the subjects result in effective acceleration at the feet in the order of 0.7g (unpublished observations). Based upon the data published previously (Shinohara et al., 2003), the addition of vibration to resistance exercise would need to produce approximately 68% of the effect of training on preventing increases in torque ﬂuctuations to be detectable given seven subjects in each group, an estimated between group standard deviation of 42%, an alpha level of 0.05 and a power of 0.8. Because there was an insufﬁcient number of subjects in the present study to detect a meaningful effect of vibration on torque ﬂuctuations, data from the two countermeasure groups were pooled (RT group). 2.3. Measurements of maximal isometric strength and submaximal torque steadiness Before and after BR, isometric plantar and dorsiﬂexion torque was measured (D-2553, Lorenz Messtechnik, Haarlem, The Netherlands) with the subjects seated upright in the dynamometer. Knee, hip and ankle angles were set at 90°. After a warm-up, consisting of 10 contractions against 75 Nm, the maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) was assessed, as previously described (Mulder et al., 2009). Subjects then performed four 15-s submaximal isometric plantar ﬂexions at 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% of the current plantar ﬂexor MVC torque. The order of the trials was randomized and display gain and sensitivity were adjusted for each trial to keep the target torque at the center of the screen with 20% deviation of the target torque visible on the monitor. 2.4. Electromyography Bipolar surface electromyography (EMG) was recorded at 2000 Hz using a 24-channel EMG system (Porti, Twente Medical Systems International BV, Enschede, the Netherlands). The pregelled, self adhesive, Ag/AgCL electrodes (AMBU N-OOS, Ballerup, Denmark) were positioned over the soleus, the gastrocnemii and tibialis anterior according to the recommendations for surface EMG (Hermens et al., 1999). The ground electrode was placed at the right tibia. The inter electrode distance was 20 mm. 2.5. Hofmann reﬂex The spinal Hoffmann reﬂex (H-reﬂex) was assessed in the resting soleus muscle before and on day 56 of BR (i.e. 4 days before reambulation). The subjects lay face-down in the 6° HDT position, while the distal part of the shin was supported by a 204 mm positioning roll. We carefully assured that the position of the knee and ankle joints (respectively 150° and 100°), as well as the position of the EMG recording electrodes over the soleus (Hermens et al., 1999) did not differ between testing days. The maximal H-reﬂex (Hmax) and the maximal compound motor response (Mmax) were assessed by using 500 ls current pulses applied percutaneously to the tibial nerve in the popliteal fossa. A monopolar cathode electrode with a large diameter (bulge with a diameter of 3.0 cm) was used to decrease discomfort during electrical stimulation (Verhoeven and van Dijk, 2006). The cathode was connected to a constant-current, square wave stimulator (Digitimer Model DS7; Digitimer Ltd., Hertfordshire, England). The selfadhesive anode electrode (50  50 mm, Schwa-medico, Nieuw Leusden, The Netherlands) was ﬁxed over the patella. Stimulation intensity increased stepwise until the H-reﬂex had disappeared and Mmax was reached. Typically 25–45 stimuli were given per session. Four-second rest periods were incorporated between
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successive stimuli to assure that the excited motoneurons were fully recovered (Sabbahi and Sedgwick, 1987). We ascertained that the amplitude of the M-wave at Hmax was constant between experiments, as previously described (Aagaard et al., 2002). The H-reﬂex latency time was obtained as the time between stimulus artifact and the dominant peak of the H-reﬂex, averaged over eight successive stimuli around Hmax. H-reﬂexes could not be reliably obtained in two subjects; these data were therefore discarded. 2.6. Data analysis All data were analyzed ofﬂine using customized scripts in MATLAB (Mathworks 2007a, Natick, MA, USA). Torque signals were low-pass ﬁltered using a 4th order Butterworth ﬁlter (cut-off frequency 30 Hz). The mean torque and its SD and coefﬁcient of variation (CV = SD/mean  100%) were calculated using a running window of 2 s to select the ‘‘least ﬂuctuating’’ behavior of the neuromotor system at its present state. Data from these epochs were also analyzed in the frequency domain. The power spectrum was thereby divided into two frequency bins of 0.5–6 and 6.5–20 Hz. The latter bin covered the entire range of narrow band rhythmic oscillations in the present study (7–12 Hz). We did not further subdivide the 6.5–20 Hz frequency range (Semmler et al., 2007), because frequencies exceeding 12 Hz contained insigniﬁcant power levels. The power within each frequency bin was expressed relative to the total power between 0.5 and 20 Hz. The raw EMG signals ﬁrst were digitally band-passed ﬁltered (15–300 Hz) using a fourth-order, zero-lag Butterworth ﬁlter. The amplitude of the EMG recorded during the MVC trials was quantiﬁed as the root mean square (RMS) of one single 1-s epoch that yielded the highest mean torque for any of the MVC trials (Mulder et al., 2009). Submaximal EMG signals were root-mean-squared over the selected 2-s epoch and were subsequently normalized to MVC. Coherence analyses were performed using FieldTrip (Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour, Radboud University Nijmegen, the Netherlands; see http://www.ru.nl/neuroimaging/ ﬁeldtrip). The analysis was performed over the most stable 10-s portion of the submaximal contraction at the relative contraction intensity of 20% MVC. EMG and torque data were divided into subsequent non-overlapping epochs of 1 s each. A Hanning taper function was applied to each epoch before coherence was calculated. The signiﬁcance of the coherence was examined by referring to the null hypothesis of zero, which was tested by randomly shufﬂing the 1-s data epochs 300 times. The 95% conﬁdence interval was created by determining the average coherence value plus twice the standard deviation from these random shufﬂes. 2.7. Statistical analysis Changes in submaximal CV, spectral distribution of torque ﬂuctuation, submaximal agonistic and antagonistic EMG amplitude were compared across groups with a three-factorial repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) design to detect the BR  torque intensity  group interaction. Changes in Hmax/Mmax, Mmax, and M/Mmax were analyzed by using a repeated-measures, twofactorial ANOVA design to detect the BR x group interaction. If a signiﬁcant interaction (P < 0.05) or a tendency towards an interaction (P < 0.1) between group and time was seen, separate repeatedmeasures ANOVAs were used for each group to detect where the changes occurred. If a main effect of BR was seen within the ANOVA without a main effect of group, the pooled response is presented. Pearson correlations were constructed to test the signiﬁcance between the oscillation frequency at 20% MVC and the latency of the H-reﬂex after BR. Statistical signiﬁcance was



set to P < 0.05. Values are presented as means ± SD in text and means ± SE in ﬁgures. 3. Results 3.1. Isometric torque ﬂuctuations Fig. 1 shows representative data from one CTR subject performing the isometric plantar ﬂexion steadiness task at 20% of the current MVC before (A) and following (B) bed rest. Note the rhythmic torque oscillation around 8 Hz with bursting EMG proﬁles after BR. The magnitude of torque ﬂuctuations (CV) before BR depended non-linearly on torque level (ANOVA contrasts P < 0.005), for both CTR and RT with the largest ﬂuctuations occurring at the intermediate contraction intensities (Fig. 2). Following BR, CV depended linearly on contraction intensity for both CTR and RT (ANOVA contrasts P < 0.01) with the largest ﬂuctuations occurring at 20% MVC (Fig. 2). Across intensities, CV increased more (P < 0.05) for CTR (from 0.31 ± 0.10% to 0.92 ± 0.63%; P < 0.001) with BR than for RT (from 0.30 ± 0.09 to 0.54 ± 0.72; P < 0.01). The magnitude of the increase in CV depended also signiﬁcantly on contraction intensity for both groups (P < 0.01), with the largest increases in CV occurring at the 20% MVC level. 3.2. Spectral analysis of isomeric torque ﬂuctuations Spectral analysis showed that most CTR subjects displayed torque proﬁles with considerable rhythmic oscillation after BR. In each contraction, the oscillations were restricted to a narrow frequency band (see example in Fig. 3). Only the CTR group displayed a signiﬁcant shift in the spectral distribution of torque ﬂuctuations following BR (P < 0.05; Fig. 4). Across contraction intensities, more normalized power at 6.5– 20 Hz was seen after BR, as compared to before BR (P < 0.05). The largest changes in normalized power were observed at 20% MVC. Spectral distribution of torque ﬂuctuations remained unaltered for RT (Fig. 4). The difference across contraction intensities was signiﬁcant between groups (P < 0.01). 3.3. Neural activation at submaximal torque levels Normalized plantar ﬂexor EMG amplitude increased 9% across contraction intensities with BR (P < 0.05). No effect of contraction intensity and no differences between groups were observed (Fig. 5 top panel). Similarly, normalized tibialis anterior EMG amplitude (i.e. stabilizing cocontraction of this antagonist muscle) also increased across contraction intensities following BR, by 34% (P < 0.01). No differences between groups were observed (Fig. 5 lower panel). 3.4. Association of torque ﬂuctuations with Hofmann reﬂex The M-wave/Mmax at Hmax (0.21 ± 0.12) did not signiﬁcantly change with BR (0.25 ± 0.14), suggesting that the same proportion of motor neurons was activated each session (Seynnes et al., 2010). Mmax increased collectively (i.e. across CTR and RT; n = 20) from 8.48 ± 2.39 mV before BR to 10.51 ± 3.03 mV following BR (P < 0.01). Hmax/Mmax declined with BR across groups from 0.57 ± 0.18 to 0.44 ± 0.14 (P < 0.01; Fig. 6). No correlations were found between (absolute or relative) changes in Hmax/Mmax ratio and CV. Signiﬁcant Pearson correlations appeared between oscillation frequency in the torque signals and H-reﬂex latency. Such correlations (Fig. 7) were found following BR at 20 % MVC (r = 0.73,
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Fig. 1. Representative data from a CTR subject performing an isometric plantar ﬂexion steadiness task at 20% of the current MVC before (A) and after (B) bed rest. Torque and electromyogram (EMG) signals from the three agonist muscles are presented. Note the appearance of bursting EMG proﬁles and rhythmic torque oscillation after bed rest. The vertical lines in the torque signal outline the most stable 2-s epoch for which the torque and EMG signals were analyzed. SOL, soleus; GM, gastrocnemius medial head; GL, gastrocnemius lateral head.
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Fig. 2. Extent of torque ﬂuctuations (expressed as CV) during steady plantar ﬂexion, before and after bed rest. The P-value left of the slash (/) represents the overall increase in CV with bed rest for each group. The P-value right of the slash signiﬁes the signiﬁcant bed rest  contraction intensity interaction for each group.



P < 0.001, n = 16), at 40 % MVC (r = 0.62, P < 0.05, n = 13) and at 60% MVC (r = 0.71, P < 0.05, n = 10). As can be seen in Fig. 7, mean oscillation frequency increased thereby signiﬁcantly with contraction intensity (Pearson correlation, r = 0.647, P < 0.01). Because oscillations were virtually absent at 80% MVC, no statistics were performed and no data is displayed for this intensity. Torque/EMG coherence spectra of subjects that did not display narrow band oscillations in the torque signals (either pre or post BR) also lacked a dominant peak in the coherence spectra in the 6.5–20 Hz range (example in Fig 8, top panel). However, for those



subjects whose torque signal rhythmically oscillated at 20% MVC, the coherence analysis showed a dominant peak (example in Fig. 8, lower panel), indicating that agonistic and antagonistic EMG activities were indeed modulated with the same periodicity as the torque signal. 4. Discussion The present study showed that the decrease in submaximal isometric plantar ﬂexor torque steadiness after BR largely resulted
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Fig. 3. Normalized power spectrum of torque ﬂuctuations before and after bed rest in one subject (CTR). The data show the appearance of a clear peak in the normalized power spectrum at 8 Hz during steady plantar ﬂexion at 20% MVC after bed rest (grey line). The inset shows the corresponding distribution of the torque power spectrum into two bins; one bin from 0.5 to 6 Hz, and one bin from 6.5 to 20 Hz.



from enhanced physiological tremor. The tremor frequency was related to the latency of the Hoffman reﬂex and equaled the periodicity of bursting EMG activity proﬁles following BR. Resistance training was partially successful as it mitigated the loss in submaximal plantar ﬂexor torque steadiness caused by BR. 4.1. Effect of bed rest on isometric torque steadiness In addition to a loss in plantar ﬂexion strength (Mulder et al., 2009), the present study showed that BR also reduces submaximal isometric torque steadiness. The latter is consistent with previous reports on increased torque ﬂuctuations due to aging and disuse (Clark et al., 2007; Enoka et al., 2003; Shinohara et al., 2003). However, the 200% increase in CV in the present study differs considerably from the 88% and 12% increases in CV previously reported for the plantar ﬂexor group after disuse (Clark et al., 2007; Shinohara et al., 2003). These discrepancies are likely attributed to methodological differences between studies with respect to contraction duration, intensity, and analyzed portion. Differences in the model and duration used to induce inactivity may also play a role (Clark et al., 2007; Shinohara et al., 2003).



Though the power of torque ﬂuctuations also increased for lower frequencies (data not shown), the increase in the power observed at the higher frequencies was disproportionally large (Fig. 4) and depended inversely on contraction intensity, as previously described (Shinohara et al., 2003). With only a small number of active motor units, the coupling of ﬁring behavior would more easily lead to ‘‘EMG gaps’’ and thus higher torque variability at lower than at higher force levels. Oscillations within the 6–15 Hz frequency band are usually described as physiological tremor (Deuschl et al., 2001), which is considered to primarily originate from cortical oscillations that are effectively transmitted to the motoneurons (Raethjen et al., 2002; Stegeman et al., 2010). When contracting muscles become fatigued (Young and Hagbarth, 1980) or exhibit muscle damage following eccentric exercise (Semmler et al., 2007) physiological tremor amplitude is substantially enhanced. Previous research showed that the stretch reﬂex pathway plays a signiﬁcant role in modulating physiological tremor via muscle spindle feedback (Young and Hagbarth, 1980). The central part of the stretch reﬂex is the H-reﬂex circuitry, which includes the Ia-afferent ﬁbers and the alpha motoneurons on which they project monosynaptically. With respect to inactivity, most, but not all (Clark et al., 2007; Yamanaka et al., 1999), studies report an increased H-reﬂex size following physical inactivity (Clark et al., 2007; Duchateau, 1995; Lambertz et al., 2003; Lundbye-Jensen and Nielsen, 2008a; Seynnes et al., 2010). Decreased presynaptic inhibition of the Ia afferents is thought to contribute to this effect (Lundbye-Jensen and Nielsen, 2008b). Unexpectedly, the amplitude of the soleus H-reﬂex amplitude declined with BR in the present study. Though changes in H-reﬂex amplitude are more easily detected in partially activated muscles (Aagaard et al., 2002), for logistical reasons the H-reﬂexes in the present study were obtained in the relaxed soleus and not during the performance of the submaximal contractions. Furthermore, unlike previous studies (Clark et al., 2007), the ankle joint was completely unrestrained in the present study. These testing conﬁgurations may have contributed to the decline in resting soleus H-reﬂex amplitude in the present study. Consequently, no signiﬁcant relationship between changes in H-reﬂex amplitude and CV was found. However, the signiﬁcant correlation between H-reﬂex latency and tremor frequency following BR (Fig. 7) indicates a signiﬁcant role for the H-reﬂex arc in at least dictating the frequency of the augmented physiological tremor following bed rest.



4.2. Spectral analyses of torque ﬂuctuation



4.3. Isometric steadiness and electromyographic activity following bed rest



The increased torque ﬂuctuations after BR coincided with elevated rhythmic oscillations between 6 and 12 Hz (Figs. 1 and 3).



Conﬁrming previous studies, EMG activity in the plantar ﬂexor group following BR indicated more bursting activity (Alaimo et al.,
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Fig. 4. Dependency of the normalized power of torque ﬂuctuations at 6.5–20 Hz on normalized torque level (% MVC) during steady isometric plantar ﬂexion, pre and post bed rest. The P-value left of the slash (/) represent the overall increase in relative power at 6.5–20 Hz with bed rest for CTR. The P-value right of the slash signiﬁes the signiﬁcant bed rest x contraction intensity interaction for CTR.
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Fig. 5. Submaximal plantar ﬂexor (PF) and tibialis anterior (TA) EMG amplitude increased following bed rest (P < 0.05), irrespective of group allocation.
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Fig. 6. Adaptations in the soleus H-reﬂex amplitude (Hmax/Mmax ratio) as a consequence of bed rest. As no differences were observed between CTR (n = 7), and RT (n = 13); the P-value represents the overall signiﬁcant decline in H-reﬂex amplitude with bed rest.



1984; Kozlovskaya and Kirenskaya, 2004; Riley et al., 1990; Semmler et al., 2000). However, the ﬁndings of the present study also indicated that the antagonistic TA showed such an activation pattern (see Fig 8). This likely implies that both agonistic and antagonistic motor unit discharge rates converged to similar values following physical inactivity (Enoka et al., 2003). The overall increase in submaximal plantar ﬂexor EMG activity is also in line with previous research (Berg et al., 1997; Berg and Tesch, 1996; Duchateau and Hainaut, 1990; Schulze et al., 2002). Because the
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H-reflex latency (ms) Fig. 7. Relationship between oscillation (tremor) frequency in the torque signal and H-reﬂex latency during steady plantar ﬂexion at the 20%, 40% and 60% MVC after bed rest for the RT subjects (triangles) and CTR subjects (circles). Signiﬁcant Pearson correlations (solid lines; see Section 3 for more details) were found for all contraction intensities where tremor was evident in the torque signal following bed rest.



plantar ﬂexor muscles in the present study produced a similar relative tension pre and post BR, the elevation in both agonistic and antagonistic EMG amplitude seems most likely a general random signal effect as increased phase locking in ﬁrings between the
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Fig. 8. Representative examples showing the level of coherence between torque and EMG spectra during steady plantar ﬂexion at 20% MVC without (top panel) and with (lower panel) rhythmic torque oscillation. The large positive peak at 9 Hz for all muscles in the lower panel points out the very strong coherence between agonist (and antagonist) EMG and the torque signal at this frequency. The dashed horizontal lines indicate the upper level of the 95% conﬁdence interval for coherence. SOL, soleus; GM, gastrocnemius medial head; TA, tibialis anterior; GL, gastrocnemius lateral head.



different motor units would lead to a reduced level of mutual phase cancelation of the motor unit potentials (Keenan et al., 2005). 4.4. The effect of resistance training on isometric plantar ﬂexor torque steadiness In accordance with earlier BR research (Shinohara et al., 2003), plantar ﬂexor training during BR partially mitigated the loss in torque steadiness. In addition, ambulatory studies have also shown that strength training can concomitantly improve maximal force and force steadiness (Hortobagyi et al., 2001). Habituation to the task is important, as submaximal force steadiness is negatively inﬂuenced by the visual correction (Tracy, 2007). As the trained individuals were given constant visual feedback during training, they might have partly offset changes in submaximal CV by learning to avoid large corrections in force output. However, since visual



correction mainly affects the lower frequency range of torque ﬂuctuations (Tracy, 2007), it cannot explain why training prevented an enlargement in physiological tremor. On the other hand, ambulatory strength training has also been shown to improve ﬁnger force steadiness in subjects with essential tremor by reducing the activity of a ‘central oscillator’ operating at low (3–6 Hz) frequencies (Bilodeau et al., 2000). Furthermore, Tracy et al. (2004) suggested that strength training may also exert an effect on neural mechanisms that underlie physiological tremor. In the present study, this could not be conﬁrmed as neither the changes in H-reﬂex amplitude, nor that in agonist and antagonist EMG amplitudes differed between the experimental groups. Based on the above, we suggest that the present countermeasure may have preserved voluntary force control by preventing or limiting changes in intrinsic muscle contractile characteristics as a result of BR.
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